Up Close

Pressing Ahead

The Gulf & Denver Railroad Authority, once one of Dallas/Fort Worth’s top model railroad club layouts, has quietly re-emerged and is back in
full operation thanks to the work of former Lockheed Martin Railroad Activity members. — Tim Blackwell/Cowcatcher Magazine

Revered G&DRA still commands attention
By TIM BLACKWELL
Cowcatcher Magazine

I

n an old building in East Fort
Worth, the reincarnation of a
once-popular model railroad
club layout has persevered. A
few cornerstone members of the
Lockheed Martin Recreation
Association’s Railroad Activity
are working diligently to bring
the HO-scale Gulf & Denver

Railroad Authority back to
prominence.
They are making progress,
and without much fanfare.

The Cowtown Model Railroad
Club has evolved from the former
LMRA Railroad Activity, once
Dallas/Fort Worth’s premier
model railroad club. A handful
of members have carried on the
G&DRA, whose roots trace to
1980 when the aviation contractor
General Dynamics began an
employee model railroad club.
Today the railroad has a much
different look.
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Its footprint has changed,
adapting to a new home in the
quaint neighborhood of Handley,
which thrived years ago behind
the Interurban. The floors creak
when walking along the 500 or
so feet of main line. The room
is open, airy and dimly lit. Two
HVAC wall units have trouble
keeping up with the summer’s
heat and winter’s cold.
But the room holds promise.
For the past six years, a dozen
CMRC members have brought
the G&DRA back to operation
after its move from Lockheed
Martin. CMRC recently reached a
milestone by returning the layout
to running order, good enough
that operating sessions again are a
regular thing.
“We still like to run and have
fun running,” said President Joe
Pritchett. “We’re still trying to
bring the layout back to where it
was. We have a layout that is very
dependable and runs well most of
the time.”

Operations have put CMRC
on course to again actively
recruit. The club needs model
railroaders who can help maintain
the layout, refine areas where
there are “humps and bumps,”
and raise operations to capacity.
The 1,500-square-foot DCC
layout ideally handles eight or

nine engineers and yardmasters
but hasn’t consistently reached
that during weekly sessions. Two
passenger engineers and four or
five way freight operators can run
in a single session.
Club activities, idled from
March to June because of
covid-19, are every Thursday and

With more than 30 industries, the four railroads on the new G&DRA
have a wealth of switching. — Tim Blackwell/Cowcatcher Magazine
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the second and fourth Saturday
morning of the month. Meetings
are the third Monday.
“We’re actively encouraging
new members,” Pritchett said.
“The layout runs well, we have
operating sessions, and we’d
really love for folks to come out
and visit us.”

Hints of the old G&DRA
The club doesn’t intend to
live up to the G&DRA’s storied
past, which dates back more than
40 years to when a small group
of General Dynamics employees
formed a model railroad club.
The Railroad Activity
flourished for decades while
occupying a sizable portion of
LMRA’s activities building in a
trendy area south of downtown.
A healthy membership built what
became a regular stop on NMRA
regional layout tours and open
houses. It was featured in the
model railroad press and named
Best Club Layout two years
straight (and tied for a third with
the neighboring Texas Western
Model Railroad Club) in the
Cowcatcher Gold Rail Awards.
Over the years, more than
20,000 are estimated to have
walked through the layout room
during public tours and the club’s
annual train show.
The G&DRA, featured in the
July/August 2013 Cowcatcher,
was visually pleasing and an
operator’s paradise. Trains wound
through towns populated with kitbuilt and scratch-built structures,
three main yards, four staging
yards and across numerous
bridges.
The layout room was bright,
modern and up to date, a place
where members housed trains
and equipment in neatly painted
lockers.
At one point, membership
soared to 90, and the G&DRA
was the place to be in the D/FW
model train scene.
Had it not been for Lockheed
Martin downsizing in 2013,
which forced the Railroad
Activity out of its home, the
layout might still be reveling in
glory. The move forever changed
the dynamic of the club, which
had operated independently and
has since become a 501(c)(3) as
CMRC.
A handful of members were
tasked with relocating the layout
to a place that is not as convenient
but nevertheless is home.

The new room
did not allow
reassembling the
layout to its original
track plan. Instead, the
G&DRA has morphed
from L-shaped to three
peninsulas that meet
against the back wall.
About 90 percent of
the original scenery,
which featured high
plateaus and rockcut hillsides, was
destroyed.
But there are hints of the old
G&DRA.
Four railroads still operate,
except the Lonepine & Eagle
Pass Railway no longer has
its own short line (it is now an
interchange line but its cars still
run). The upper- and lower-main
line scheme was retained to make
operations and appearance more
appealing.
Also, the G&DRA is anchored
at either end of the layout by
major yards at St. Charles and
Cimarron, and under-layout
staging yards look the same.
Town names are the same, but
their locations have changed and
some have different track plans.
About half of the track design in
towns and yards was salvaged
but new sections were added to
connect them.
The Port Allen area (steel
mill) has been moved and some
of the 30 or so industries have
a new look. The refinery, which
features tiny LED lights, and port
are now on the center peninsula
instead of at the end of the layout.
The G&DRA’s signature
curved trestle built by former

club commissioner Cecil Lasiter
didn’t make the move.

Overcoming adversity
While the G&DRA has made
remarkable progress, the work
hasn’t been easy. The move took
a toll on membership, and only a
handful of members work on the
layout.
Many left when the original
layout came down and the
club relocated to the Historic
Handley Development Center, a
former church among a handful
of buildings quietly sitting on
Highway 80 next to Union Pacific
tracks.
The building, owned by the
Fort Worth Independent School
District and managed by the
Historic Handley Development
Corp., has its issues.
Getting to the second story
requires climbing a big staircase,
which is hard on senior legs.
And maintaining a comfortable
temperature year ’round is
impossible.
“The biggest thing that hurt
us from a membership standpoint
is the layout being on the second
floor,” Pritchett said. “We had too
many of the guys who couldn’t

Dozens of tiny LED lights illuminate the oil refinery on the center
peninsula. — Tim Blackwell/Cowcatcher
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get up the stairs.”
The membership also took a
hit when some who had invested
countless hours in building a
showcase layout at Lockheed
Martin dropped out.
“A lot of guys put a lot of
time in the layout, and it was
emotional for them tearing it out,
especially tearing it out like we
had to,” Pritchett said. “It was
never meant to be torn down. A
lot of stuff had to be taken apart
to get the pieces small enough to
move.”
Pritchett recalled the
sturdiness of the old G&DRA.
Just before the end, a car pushed
through the cinder block wall
on one side of the room and the
layout sustained little damage.
When the club was notified
in 2013 that the layout had to
come down, leaders quickly
found the space in Handley. The
plan was to make cuts in 6- and
8-foot sections that would be
manageable to get upstairs.
Buildings, trees and details
were stripped from the layout,
and Hydrocal rock castings were
hammered out to ease transport of
benchwork.
“(The Hydrocal) was so heavy
you couldn’t pick up the sections
and move them into the new
room,” Pritchett said. “When we
left, there was a 4-foot by 10-foot
pile of Hydrocal in the room. The
building was going to get torn
down anyway.”

see G&DRA, p. 21
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The Next Generation
of Train Models

Craftsman Kits/Laser Cut/Made in USA

The Engine House
O Scale

$220 plus shipping

12.5” W x 14” D x 9.5” H
Also available in HO and On30 Scale

Outfit your layout with our fine
O and HO craftsman-style kits.
Laser cut, top-quality materials
The Texas Barn
HO

4.75” W x 3.5” D x 2.5” H
$29.00 plus shipping

O

9” W x 6.5” D x 4.375” H
$59.00 plus shipping

Crystal Ice
HO
16.5” W x 4.75” D x 5.5” H
$120.00 plus shipping

Coming Soon! Golden Age Stamp Mill in O Scale!
Visit Our Online Store at www.built-ritemodels.com

jbdimatteo@aol.com
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G&DRA

continued from p. 19

Many of the control panels
were moved intact, and wiring
was marked as sections were
removed. The old layout was
neatly wired and bundled with
little excess, which caused some
issues when setting up sections in
the new building. But the club’s
work up front on the old layout
paid dividends.
So did taking the extra time to
mark wiring as the layout came
down.
“You cannot over-mark
and standardize your wiring
enough on a layout,” Pritchett
said. “Neatness counts. It makes
the whole thing much more
dependable and easier to fix when
something goes wrong.”
Once in the new building and
with a skeleton crew, CMRC
quickly went to work on a 30-foot
by 40-foot layout, which is only
slighter smaller than the original.
In the rush to get the new
layout running, some shortcuts
were made, which causes a few
problems today. Losing members
who were experts at wiring and
could rework panels impeded
progress.
But two years after the move,
the G&DRA is chugging right
along.
The layout covers 1,500
square feet and runs along the
side and back walls with the
exception of a 3-foot aisle on
the side with the HVAC units. A
center peninsula with backdrop
divides the sides, and a large dogbone section extends from the
center peninsula.
The layout is walk-around
and uses Easy DCC. Track,
which is 100 percent complete, is
mostly Atlas code 100 with Peco
turnouts powered by Tortoise
Switch machines laid on a
Homasote or cork roadbed.
Operating sessions are
controlled by RailOp software,
which generates switch lists and
engineer orders.
The layout maintains similar
mountainous scenery, which is
about 70 percent complete and
much lighter than the original.
Hills and cliffs were formed
using mostly cardboard webbing
covered by paper bags, plaster
cloth and a thin coat of plaster.
Rock castings aren’t as
numerous, to keep weight down
in case another move is required.

Like the old G&DRA,
the layout is freelance with
no specific era, but freight
cars have been limited to
40-footers because of industry
spur restrictions. The Gulf
& Denver, the St. Charles
& Western Railroad, the
Port Allen Terminal Railroad
and the Lone Pine & Eagle
Pass Railway move freight and
passenger traffic.

Sense of pride
Looking back, Pritchett said,
members were stunned when
they learned the Railroad Activity
wasn’t in Lockheed Martin’s
plans to scale down the recreation
association.
In January 2014 the company
suspended association support
and put most of the property on
Bryant Irvin Road on the market.
The center’s property south of the
main entrance was sold, including
the main clubhouse, pool, tennis
courts and picnic area all the way
to the Trinity River.
All that’s left is the healthfitness building, a couple of
softball fields and the sand
volleyball court. Next door a
Whole Foods, AT&T store, other
retail and apartments occupy the
land where the Railroad Activity
once made tracks.
Saddened but undeterred,
the group vowed to continue to
stand on its own legs. Through
the years, the Railroad Activity
had strived for sustainability,
something other activities could
not always do.
Annual train shows generated
income to pay a portion of the
rent, fund the layout and help out
in times of need. When money
was tight at the center in the late
1990s, the Railroad Activity paid
for new air conditioning.
“Giving up never really came
into play,” Pritchett said. “I think
it was more a sense of pride at the
time.”
Leaders didn’t know what to
expect, and the ensuing loss in
membership was a hardship after
the lease was signed in Handley.
But there was no turning back.
So far, so good.
“I’m proud, and I think the
others are, that we pulled off the
move with a lot fewer people,”
Pritchett said. “A small number
of people have worked very hard
over the years to have a layout
that works reasonably well. We
continue to work on it to run
better.”
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